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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous speech adds a variety of phenomena to a speech
recognition task� false starts� human and nonhuman noises�
new words� and alternative pronunciations� All of these phe�
nomena have to be tackled when adapting a speech recog�
nition system for spontaneous speech� In this paper we will
focus on how to automatically expand and adapt phonetic
dictionaries for spontaneous speech recognition� Especially
for spontaneous speech it is important to choose the pronun�
ciations of a word according to the frequency in which they
appear in the database rather than the �correct� pronuncia�
tion as might be found in a lexicon� Therefore� we proposed
a data�driven approach to add new pronunciations to a given
phonetic dictionary �	
 in a way that they model the given
occurrences of words in the database� We will show how this
algorithm can be extended to produce alternative pronunci�
ations for word tuples and frequently misrecognized words�
We will also discuss how further knowledge can be incorpo�
rated into the phoneme recognizer in a way that it learns to
generalize from pronunciations which were found previously�
The experiments have been performed on the German Spon�
taneous Scheduling Task �GSST�� using the speech recogni�
tion engine of JANUS � the spontaneous speech�to�speech
translation system of the Interactive Systems Laboratories
at Carnegie Mellon and Karlsruhe University �� �
�

�� INTRODUCTION

The phonetic dictionary is one of the main knowledge�sources
for a speech recognizer� to lead it to valid hypotheses in the
recognition process� Still it is often regarded as being less
important as acoustic or language modeling�

In continuous speech recognizers researchers often use the
�correct� pronunciation of a word� as it can be found in a
lexicon� But this �correct� pronunciation does not have to
be the most frequent variant for a given task �especially in
spontaneous speech�� and does not necessarily yield the best
recognition performance given the current acoustic modeling�
If the phonetic transcriptions in the dictionary do not match
the actual occurrences in the database� the phonetic units
will be contaminated during the training with inadequate

acoustics� which will degrade the overall performance�

State�of�the�art speech recognition systems start to put more
and more e�ort into creating adequate dictionaries with al�
ternative pronunciations and word contractions� which can
also model interword e�ects such as coarticulation between
words �e�g� �gonna� as contraction of �going to�� �

As we want to increase the overall performance of the speech
recognizer� we are especially interested in the most common
pronunciations for the given task� in a better modeling of
frequently misrecognized words and strong dialectic varia�
tions of word sequences� We will show how our algorithm
can learn pronunciations for word tuples and therefore learn
interword e�ects such as coarticulation between words and
dialectic variations of words and word sequences�

�� DICTIONARY LEARNING

Modifying dictionaries is usually done either by hand or by
applying phonological rules �e�g� ��� �
� to a given dictio�
nary� Hand tuning and modifying the dictionary requires an
expert� It is time consuming and labor intensive� especially
if a lot of new words need to be added� e�g� when the task
is still growing� or the system is adapted to a new task�

Adding dictionary entries by hand usually focuses on single
occurrences of a word and does not have the improvement of
the overall recognition performance as an objective function�
Furthermore� it is error prone � all the following errors can be
introduced when modifying phonetic dictionaries by hand�

� with increasing number of basic phonetic units �usually
between �� and 	��� and number of entries in the dictio�
nary� it gets more and more di�cult to use the phonetic
units consistently across dictionary entries�

� experts tend to use the �correct� phonetic transcription
of a word � this is not necessarily the most frequent or
even the most likely transcription for a given task�

� actual pronunciations can be very di�erent from the
�correct� pronunciation� In spontaneous speech and
in dialects a lot of alternative pronunciations are used
which are not always easy to predict� The pronunciation
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of foreign words and names is also a good example for
this �e�g� Gora�zde� M�unchen� Arkansas� Woszczyna��

� as it is hard to say which variants are statistically rele�
vant for a given task� the maintainer of the dictionary
can easily miss relevant forms�

If phonological rules are used to derive pronunciation vari�
ants� the number of rules can vary between several dozens
and more than thousand� Using only a few rules does not
necessarily cover all spontaneous e�ects� using too many
rules on the other hand results in too many possible vari�
ants� Even applying a few rules to a dictionary increases the
number of pronunciations �and therefore increase the com�
putational cost� signi�cantly� Expert knowledge is needed to
restrict the application of rules� otherwise overgeneralization
of rules can lead to bogus variants� Finally it is not guar�
anteed that all common variations of a word which appear
in a spontaneously spoken corpus are actually modeled by a
given set of rules�

Therefore� we propose a data�driven approach to improve
existing dictionaries and automatically add new words and
variants whenever needed� This algorithm should�

� use a performance driven optimization of the phonetic
entries in the dictionary rather than a �canonical� form
of a word�

� use the underlying phonetic modeling to generate accu�
rate and consistent entries in the phonetic dictionary�

� generate pronunciation variants only if they are statis�
tically relevant�

� lead to a lower phoneme confusability after retraining�

� lead to a higher overall recognition performance

We give an outline of an algorithm for Dictionary Learn�
ing which aims at optimizing the dictionary for retraining�
so that contaminated phonetic units will get more accurate
training�

In our �rst experiments we show that even using a simple
algorithm to extract candidates for phonetic variants yields a
signi�cant increase in recognition performance� We also show
experiments of modeling word tuples to tackle the problem
of frequently misrecognized words�

�� OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM

We modi�ed our pre�trained JANUS� speech recognizer for
the given task to run as a phoneme recognizer with smoothed
phoneme�bigrams� We will need both the phoneme and the
speech recognizer to perform our algorithm�

We will not need any �ne�labeled speech data� but we will
need transcriptions on a word�level� as they are needed for
training a speech recognizer� Additionally we will need the
following prerequisites�

Prerequisites�

	� create word labels for the whole training set by run�
ning the existing speech recognizer on all training ut�
terances� resulting in the word boundaries for all word
occurrences�

� create a phoneme confusability matrix for the underly�
ing speech recognizer

�� create a smoothed phoneme language model

�� analyze frequent misrecognitions of the underlying SR
engine on training and cross validation set�

�� from this generate a list of word tuples which should be
modeled in the dictionary

Analyzing the misrecognitions of our speech recognizer� we
found that they were often due to misrecognition of short
words� The term �short words� includes words which have
�short� pronunciations� Another problem was caused by
words which became confusable after looking at the possible
pronunciation variants �e�g� the German words �ist���es�
in Table ��� Introducing word tuples for modeling such
words within their context increases speech recognition per�
formance� as it reduces both acoustic and language model
confusability�

Using both� the speech and the phoneme recognizer� Dictio�
nary Learning can be performed by the following
Dictionary Learning Algorithm�

	� collect all occurrences of each word�tuple in the
database and run the phoneme recognizer on them us�
ing the smoothed phoneme LM

� compute statistics of the resulting phonetic transcrip�
tions of all words�tuples

�� sort the resulting pronunciation candidates using a con�
�dence measure and de�ne a threshold for rejecting sta�
tistically irrelevant variants

�� reject variants that are homophones to already existing
dictionary entries

�� reject variants which only di�er in confusable phonemes

�� add the resulting variants to the dictionary

�� test with the modi�ed dictionary on the cross validation
set �optional�

�� retrain the speech recognizer� allowing the use of mul�
tiple pronunciations during training�

�� as an optional step corrective phoneme training can be
performed

	�� test with the resulting recognizer and the modi�ed dic�
tionary on the cross validation set

		� create a new smoothed language model for the phoneme
recognizer� incorporating all new variants�

	� optional second pass



In step � the phoneme confusability matrix is used to reject
variants which di�er only in phonemes which are confusable
to the recognizer and therefore would lead to erroneous train�
ing of confusable phonemes �eg� reject variant D A M vor the
German word �dann� if the phonemes N and M are highly
confusable�� This avoids further contamination of the under�
lying phonetic units� Step � leads to more accurate training
data and to a better discrimination of the phonetic units�
The new phoneme language model� computed in step 		� in�
corporates statistical knowledge �similar to phonetic rules�
about already observed phoneme sequences� and should be
used the next time this algorithm is applied�

�� EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

���� Database and Baseline System

All experiments within this paper were performed on a Ger�
man database called the German Spontaneously Scheduling
Task �GSST�� which is collected as a part of the VERB�
MOBIL project� In this task human�to�human spontaneous
dialogs are collected at four di�erent sites within Germany�
Two individuals are given di�erent calendars with various
appointments already scheduled and have to �nd a time slot
which suits both of them� The test vocabulary contained
more than ���� entries�

Training Test

�Dialogues ��� �
�Utterances 	���� 		�
�Words �		�� ���

Vocabulary Size ��� ���

Table �� GSST Database

For the experiments reported here we used the hybrid
LVQ�HMM recognizer of JANUS � our spontaneous speech�
to�speech translation system �� �
� using �� context indepen�
dent� phoneme models� including noise models�

���� Experiments

In our �rst set of experiments we carried out all the steps
described in the previous section� with exception of retrain�
ing� Table  summarizes the �rst results and their compar�
ison with the baseline system that does not use alternative
pronunciations� In experiment A	 we generated alternative
pronunciations which do not result in homophones in the dic�
tionary� In experiment A we additionally used the phoneme
confusability matrix to reject variants which di�er only in
phonemes which were confusable to the recognizer�

For the second set of experiments we used a slightly im�

�Our currently best spontaneous speech recognizer on
GSST�VERBMOBIL �PP ��� approx� ��		 word dictionary
 per�
forms at a word accuracy of about ���� on the o�cial ����
VERBMOBIL evaluation set�

dictionary used WA error reduction

baseline system Aa �	��� �
experiment A�b ����� ��
experiment A�c ���� ����

ano alternative pronunciations were used
balternative pronunciations� but no homophones
cvariants with confusing phonemes were rejected

Table �� Recognition results using Dictionary Learning

proved baseline system� Table � summarizes the results af�
ter re�training and the comparison with the baseline system
B that does not use alternative pronunciations� In experi�
ment B	 we generated alternative pronunciations as in ex�
periment A� In experiment B we additionally used dis�
criminative phoneme training to increase the discrimination
between confusable phonemes�

dictionary used WA error reduction

baseline system Ba ����� �

experiment B�b ���� ����
experiment B�c ����� ����

ano alternative pronunciations were used
bsame as A�� retraining without step �
csame as A�� retraining with step �

Table �� Recognition results after re�training

Retraining the speech recognizer with the new dictionary im�
proved the overall recognition performance� additional dis�
criminative phoneme training gave further improvements in
recognition performance�

In a third set of experiments �C	�C�C�� we examined the
most frequent words�tuples and used the Dictionary Learn�
ing algorithm to generate pronunciations for them� No re�
training was performed in this experiment� so further im�
provements after re�training are likely� The increased recog�
nition performance of the baseline system is due to the use
of trigram language models in these experiments� The dic�
tionary of the baseline system C had ���� entries� In experi�
ment C	 additional 		� tuples were added to the dictionary�
System C used 	�� variants of words and system C� used
�� variants for words and tuples�

dictionary used WA error reduction

baseline system Ca ���� �

experiment C�b ����� ����
experiment C�c ����� ���
experiment C�d ���� ��

ano alternative pronunciations were used
busing ��� word tuples� no variants
cno tuples� but variants
dusing ��� word tuples and variants

Table �� Recognition results with word tuples �no re�
training�



The experiments with word tuples have shown that the pro�
nunciation variants found model dialectic variations as well
as coarticulation of short words in a larger word context�

���� Examples

Some examples for resulting pronunciations for word tu�
ples are shown in the following two tables� In the �rst ta�
ble you see pronunciation variants for the German words
�ist� and �es� and for the contraction of the two words�
resulting in the tuple �ist es�� The second table shows
pronunciation candidates for the tuples �einen Termin� and
�noch einen Termin�� two tuples which occur very often in
the given task and which are pronounced very sloppy � result�
ing in quite a lot pronunciation variants which represent di�
alectic variations which can often be found in spontaneously
spoken German speech�

occurrences pronunciations

���� � � I S T

����� �  I S
Pronunciation Candidates for �ist�

occurrences pronunciations

		��� � S
	�� � � E S

���� �  I S
Pronunciation Candidates for �es�

rank pronunciations

�	�  I S I S
��  I S E S

Pronunciation Candidates for �ist es�

Table �� Example 	

rank pronunciations

�	�  AI N T ER M IE N
��  AI N E N T ER M IE N
��� N T ER M IE N
��� N E N T ER M IE N
���  AI N E N T ER M IE N
���  E N T ER M IE N

Pronunciation Candidates for �einen Termin�

rank pronunciations

�	� N O X AI N T ER M IE N
�� N O X  AI N T ER M IE N
��� N O X AI N E N T ER M IE N
��� N O X E N T ER M IE N

Pronunciation Candidates for �noch einen Termin�

Table 	� Example 

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have pointed out that adding or modifying phonetic vari�
ants by hand is an error prone and labor intensive procedure�

We gave the outline of a data�driven algorithm for Dictionary
Learning which enables us to automatically generate new en�
tries to a phonetic dictionary in a way that all entries are con�
sistent with the underlying phonetic modeling� We showed
that some of the frequently misrecognized words can be mod�
eled more accurately by using word tuples and that pronun�
ciations for such tuples can also be found using Dictionary
Learning� Using smoothed phoneme language models during
the phoneme recognition enables us to incorporate statisti�
cal knowledge about previously observed phoneme sequences
without having to keep track of and to apply phonological
rules� Our experiments showed that our Dictionary Learning
algorithm for adapting and adding phonetic transcriptions to
existing dictionaries improves the overall recognition perfor�
mance of the speech recognizer signi�cantly�
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